This entry is a pencil sketch on 8.5x11 paper, it includes many key aspects that indicate the human species drive to explore, the connection between the Lucy hominid fossil and the Lucy spacecraft, as well as other factors such as the vastness of the universe, and the general place of where humanity is in the study of space exploration.

This entry encompasses humans' drive to explore because we see a human figure on Earth with their left arm outstretched toward their view of outer space, which is significantly larger than them, as well as their planet. A demonstration of the Lucy fossil is seen on the right side of the earth, behind it, signifying that this discovery has already been made. Drawn imagery of the standard evolution of humans is seen leading up to the Lucy fossil, which implies that the Lucy fossil helped us understand human evolution. On the left side of the Earth, a drawing of the Lucy spacecraft is seen with imaginary planetary evolution imagery seen leading up to it. These objects are positioned the way they are to imply that these discoveries are yet to be made as opposed to the human evolution directly opposite it. This shows that the Lucy mission is gonna lead up to humanity understanding more about planet formation/evolution throughout the years. This is the connection between the Lucy fossil and spacecraft.